
2004 Club Challenge Report, by Paul Nettle 
 
Introduction 
 
The Warhammer Players Society (WPS) Club Challenge is the highlight of the WPS 
calendar.  It is a competition between wargames clubs, whose players can play one of either 
Warhammer Fantasy Battle, Warhammer Ancient Battles (WAB), Warhammer 40K (40K), 
Warmaster, Blood Bowl, or Warhammer English Civil War (WECW).  This year SAD 
entered a Team for the third time in the event’s history, the last time being in 2002, when we 
finished 13th club out of 13 clubs. 
 
This year we had a team of 9 players.  Sean Council and Paul Sheehan entered the 40K, 
Derek Whittenbury and Andy Cummings played WECW, Warren Gleeson, Chris Banks and 
Steve Large played WAB and Simon Day and I played Blood Bowl. 
 
In the 40K Sean was using his honed, combat orientated Dark Eldar Wyches, whilst Paul 
used his trusty Tyranids.  Both of these players had used these armies for a long time and 
were skilled in doing so.  Andy and Derek had played a limited amount of WECW before the 
event, and had not realised the Tournament rules favoured elite cavalry.  However, their army 
lists were works of art, with full colour pictures of their troops and a full background history.  
Warren is one of our best WAB players, but forsook his trusted Hittites for some New 
Kingdom Egyptians, something he later regretted as a Tournament is a tough place to try out 
a new army.  This was also true of Steve, whose Ancient Britons were recently finished and 
as yet untried.  Chris took a strong Crusader army.  Simon and I had both painted a new team 
for the Club Challenge, both the excellent Shadowforge figures.  I used mine as Elves; Simon 
took Wood Elves.  The Club Challenge was the first time I used the Elves; Simon agonised 
over his Team selection until the night before the Tournament. 
 
Travel and Accommodation 
 
Warren organised our accommodation (thanks Warren) and we stayed in the Nottingham 
Innkeepers Lodge.  Derek, Simon, Andy and I travelled up on Friday, but the rest came on 
Saturday.  Paul Sheehan and Sean stayed with relatives, whilst Steve had already organised 
his own accommodation.  On Friday Simon and I set out the Hobby Box stall in the hall, and 
didn’t get back to our accommodation until about 10pm, when Andy and Derek were several 
pints up on us.  The accommodation was very good, and we all slept well.  The next night 
passed off well as well, and overall I was very impressed with the Innkeepers Lodge. 
 
How the Team Did 
 
On Saturday everyone turned up okay, and all the games went off okay.  We did quite well, 
with Sean Councill and Paul Sheehan winning two out of their three games, whilst Derek and 
I had a win and Andy was scoring very well.  The WABers were struggling a bit. 
 
On Saturday night we all had a few beers, and Sean and Paul Sheehan had a lot of red wine as 
well.  On Sunday this led to a few hangovers, but everyone survived.  The games on Sunday 
showed Paul Sheehan had two wins, Andy and I had one each, and the others struggled.  
Derek was particularly unfortunate as he had to miss the last game due to an odd number of 
participants (one of the WECW players had gone home). 
 



At the end of the Tournament we had all had great fun, and done well in Sportsmanship (and 
in 40K in scoring as well!).  Best of all, Derek Whittenbury won the Best Sportsman award 
for the WECW – a superb achievement.  Well done Derek. 
 
Overall we finished 14th out of 15 Teams.   
 
No, I have no idea how the score was worked out either. 
 

 
 
The individuals scored as follows, where the Position indicated their position within their 
game system. 
 

Pos Name Event Army/Team Game Sport Paint Cp Total 
14 Sean Councill 40K Dark Eldar Wyches 7107 30.0 27 24 166.2 
15 Paul Sheehan 40K Tyranids 7392 30.0 27 20 165.7 
8 Paul Nettle BB Elves 85 32.0 24 N/A 141.0 
6 Andrew Cummings ECW Parliament 54 32.0 24 20 130.0 
7 Derek Whittenbury ECW Royalist 49 34.0 27 20 130.0 
16 Warren Gleeson WAB Egyptians 31 36.0 20 40 127.0 
17 Chris Banks WAB El Cid 30 30.0 20 40 120.0 
16 Simon Day BB Wood Elves 47 30.0 24 N/A 101.0 
18 Steve Large WAB Barbarian 7 32.0 20 0 59.0 

 
Yes, there were 18 entrants in WAB and 16 in the Blood Bowl.  Some traditions never 
change!  Well done to Paul Sheehan and Sean Council for finishing so well in a field of 41 
entrants.  There were 8 entrants in the WECW. 
 
One thing that did go well, if I may be allowed a little smug self congratulation, was that each 
SAD player had to be nominated as a ‘Joker’ in one game, and if he won then we got an extra 
point.  Just to make it more difficult, as Team Captain I had to nominate the players without 
knowing whom they were drawn against.  By luck and judgement (yes, I did have a scientific 
method for doing it) all four SAD members who achieved a win over the weekend did so 
when I had nominated then as ‘Joker’. 
 



Finally: my personal gaming experience. 
 
My Personal Experience in the Blood Bowl 
 
(It helps if you know the Blood Bowl rules before you read this) 
 
My ELF team consisted of 2 Catchers, 2 Blitzers, 2 Throwers, 6 Line Elves, 2 Re-rolls, an 
Apothecary and 3 Fan Factor. 
 
Game 1 – vs Amazons  
Kev Stace – Yorkshire Sneaky Gits and Back Stabbers (YSGBS) 
 
This was a fairly standard Amazon team with a good mix of players.  I received the ball from 
the first kick off, and picked up the ball the first turn, whilst getting my Catchers up field with 
a Blitzer or two in support.  The second turn I got the Thrower into a ‘cage’ for protection 
and got the Blitzers and Catchers nicely spread out.  On the third turn the Thrower ran up 
field and threw a pass to a Catcher who caught it and ran in for a Touchdown.  This was a 
perfect 3 turn Elf score – yes I know it can be done in two turns, but that is more risky. 
 
Kev was having some rotten luck – two lots of ‘double skulls’ and at least one ‘double one’ 
and after some lucky blocking against his cage I managed to work the ball free.  Elves excel 
at this loose play, and by turn 7 I had scored again. 
 
Kev received in the second half but his luck did not change – throwing an accurate pass to an 
open Amazon catcher I intercepted it on a ‘6’ – and after some hard scrapping  (during which 
I also inflicted a couple of casualties) by turn 5 I had scored again.  I ended up winning by 3-
0 on Touchdowns and 2 casualties to nil.  I scored 31 Tournament Points out of 32. 
 
Game 2 – Wood Elves  
Brendan Spencelayn – Northern Warlords 
 
Brendan was a very good player who received in the first half and formed a cage.  He kept 
me constantly off balance by keeping his catchers mobile and free, but used his superior 
movement to constantly re-form the cage closer and closer to my line.  He scored on turn 8. 
 
I received at the start of the second half and formed a ‘cage’ but the wardancer leapt into the 
cage and tore the ball free.  After 8 or 9 scatters it landed on a Wood Elf catcher who sprinted 
in for the second Touchdown.  After the restart I tried a quick score but couldn’t get back in 
the game, and ended up losing by 2-0 in Touchdowns.  There were no casualties.  I scored 7 
Tournament Points out of 32. 
 
Game 3 – Orcs 
Andy Stevenson (GIMPS) 
 
Andy had a typical Orc tournament team of 4 Black Orcs, 4 Blitzers, a Thrower and 3 Line 
Orcs.  I received in the first half and immediately came under severe pressure on my 
Thrower.  In the end I had to go for a 2-Turn score and luckily made the pass and catch, and 
was One-Nil up after just 2 turns.  However, when Andy got the ball he did a good job of 
hitting me all over the park, and his Injury rolls were superb – in the first half alone I suffered 
4 Casualties.  Andy scored on the last turn, and after the kick-off in the second half he just 



carried on his tight ball control.  By Turn 3 of the second half I was down to just five players, 
but was able to exert such pressure that Andy scored again on Turn 7.  Because he started his 
turns first I had two turns left to score, and even with my 6 players (I got one back from 
‘Knocked Out’) I fancied I had a crack at drawing the game with a 2-turn score.  However, 
just as I set up for my desperate gamble Andy rolled a Blitz on the Kick Off table and 
knocked all my players over, and surrounded my Thrower.  After that I was doomed to fail, 
and only just managed to stop the Orcs scoring again!  I lost by 2-1 on Touchdowns and by 7 
Casualties to nil! 
 
I scored 9 Tournament Points out of 32. 
 
Game 4 – Orcs 
Gareth Morgan (Battle Force Pompey) 
 

This Orc team only had two Black Orcs, but it had three Blitzers, a couple of Gobbos and a 
hulking Troll in the middle of his scrimmage line.  I deployed well away from the Troll and 
deployed everyone well forward to prevent any Orcs running through the gaps.  Let him get 
the ball, I thought, and I'll stall him at the front and then get round his sides and rear – it’s 
what Elves are good at. 

My kick-off was a bad kick, and the Touchback went to the Orc thrower.  He ran forwards, 
handed-off to a Gobbo standing next to the Troll, and the Troll then passed his Really Stupid 
test, picked up the Goblin and threw him up-field (and rolled a '6' to make it accurate), the 
Gobbo landed perfectly (on a '5') and casually strolled into the End Zone.  I was One-Nil 
down and I hadn't even moved a single Elf! 

When I received the kick-off , I managed to get up field and dodge around the Orcs until I 
was in position to make a move on my Turn 3.  My Thrower peeled out of the cage, threw a 
perfect pass to a Catcher who had to roll anything other than a '1' to catch it and stroll into the 
End-Zone.  Predictably I rolled a '1'.  I re-rolled ('Catch' skill) and threw another '1'.  I 
apologised to my opponent for my bad language.  There was then a melee around the ball, but 
I was unable to pick it up. 

In the second half I executed a perfect three-turn Elf score, passing to a Catcher who luckily 
caught it this time and dodged across the line. 

I then had several turns of tough melee against the Orcs to stop them scoring, and at one point 
managed to get one of my Catchers to blitz the Orc thrower who was stranded deep in Orc 
territory.  I rolled two 'Skulls' (with a re-roll) and the Orc Thrower managed to get away.  
Eventually the Troll caught a bouncing ball and handed it off to a Blitzer - and the Orcs 
scored on the final turn of the game.   

This was a very close game that could easily have been a draw.  

I Lost 2-1 and scored 9 Tournament Points out of 32. 
 
Game 5 – Humans 
Michael Spencelayh 



A typical Human team, with 2 Catchers, 2 Blitzers, a Thrower and 7 Linemen, but my 
opponent had no fewer than 6 re-rolls.  "I like to dodge a lot", he explained, "and the re-rolls 
allow me to do that".  I wondered why he didn't play Amazons! 

I kicked off to the Humans and they got the ball to a Catcher with Block and Dodge, who 
they used as their ball-carrier.  They rushed down the right-hand side, blitzing my defence out 
of the way.  Moving to trap them against the sideline a rolled a double '1' Going-For-It, and 
resigned myself to conceding a Touchdown to my opponent on his second turn.  To my 
amazement, rather than stroll in, he moved across field and set up a cage.  I threw in every Elf 
I could to surround the cage, and after several turns of desperate melee I forced the ball clear 
and it scattered into the crowd.  After the Throw-In I managed to get the ball and force it up 
the field to score a Touchdown on Turn 7. 

In the Second Half I received and executed a perfect Elf three-turn score.  My Opponent then 
received, gave the ball to the Catcher and advanced down field.  I managed to trap him 
against the sideline again, and after a desperate melee got the ball clear and ran one of my 
Catchers up field, more to get the ball away from my Endzone than anything.  However, after 
a couple of turns knocking each other over I managed to knock a Human Linesman onto the 
ball and it scattered to one of my Blitzers who caught it.  I then dodged away and scored on 
Turn 7. 

I was very lucky this game - I should have been down a TD by my second turn, but some 
lucky blocking against his Strength '2' Catcher meant that I was able to turn the game around. 

I Won 3-0 and scored 29 Tournament Points out of 32. 
 
 
Even though I had lost three games and won two, overall I had scored 85 out of a possible 
160 in games scores, plus I got reasonable sportsmanship and painting scores, and finished 8th 
out of 16 Blood Bowl players.  Finishing in the top half of the table was a boon, and I thought 
my Elves had done well. 
 
The hardest part was deciding who to give my ‘Best Sportsman’ award to.  I could have 
nominated any four of my five opponents, but in the end decided on the basis of the number 
of laughs we had had.   
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